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INTRODUCTION

There is a negative weight problem that occurs when 
the viewpoint of mechanics is introduced into basic 
growth analysis (Shimojo et al., 2006, 2008).  This nega-
tive weight comes from giving ± signs to each of three 
terms including weight when the square root is taken to 
solve a differential equation for basic growth mechanics.  
If the positive value is the body weight of an animal, then 
the negative weight is interpreted as the feed whose 
absolute value is expressed as the animal body weight 
(Shimojo et al., 2006, 2008).  The offset between positive 
and negative weights is associated with a kind of energy 
conservation (Shimojo et al., 2008).  However, since the 
feed weight actually takes positive value, there are some 
mathematical operations of basic growth functions that 
might be expected to avoid negative weight problem. 

 The present study was designed to avoid negative 
weight problem hypothetically by applying sign reversal 
of relative growth rate, space inversion and time reversal 

to basic growth functions with negative weight. 

NEGATIVE WEIGHT PROBLEM AND ITS 
HYPOTHETIC AVOIDANCE

(A) Negative weight problem caused by solving a 
differential equation for basic growth mechanics

 A differential equation for basic growth mechanics 
is given by a series of the following calculations. 

 
(1/W) · (dW/dt)= rW ,    (1)

W = W0 · exp(rW · t),    (2)

where W = body weight of an animal, t = time, rW = rela-
tive growth rate (RGR) of W, W0 = W at t = 0. 

Then, absolute growth rate (AGR) and growth accelera-
tion (GA) are given by

 
AGR = dW/dt = rW  · W0 · exp(rW · t),   (3)

GA = d2W/dt2 = r2
W  · W0 · exp(rW · t),   (4)

Combining functions (2), (3) and (4) gives 

 
               =                  = rW.   (5)

Therefore, a differential equation for basic growth 
mechanics is given by
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 (dW/dt)2 = W  · (d2W/dt2).   (6)

The square root of the right–hand side of differential 
equation (6) is as follows,

 
±   W  · (d2W/dt2)
 
= ±   (W0 · exp(rW · t)) · (r2

W · W0 · exp(rW · t)) 

= ±  (W0) · (rW) · (exp(rW · t)).   (7)

Giving ± signs globally to the right–hand side of function 
(7) modifies function (2) as follows in order to conserve 
differential rules,

 
W = W0 · exp((±rW ) · t).   (8)

This is a normal mathematical operation, and function 
(8) is derived from

 
(1/W) · (dW/dt)=±rW .   (9)

Thus, globally giving ± signs does not give negative 
weight as shown in functions (8) and (9). 

However, Shimojo et al. (2006, 2008) tried to give ± 
signs locally, namely giving ± signs to each of three 
terms in the right–hand side of function (7).  This mathe-
matical operation requires modifying function (2) as fol-
lows in order to conserve differential rules, 

W = (±W0) · (±exp((±rW) · t)).              (10)
 

In addition, Shimojo et al. (2008) gave ± signs to t as 
follows, 

 
W = (±W0) · (±exp((±rW) · (±t))).              (11)

This includes 16 functions.  Each function, which is a 
solution to differential equation (6), has its own meaning 
(Shimojo et al., 2008). 

In this study, the following function (12) is taken out 
of function (11) in order to investigate the negative 
weight problem, 

W = (±W0) · exp(rW · t).                   (12)
 

Function (12) includes negative weight as well as posi-
tive weight.  The negative weight is offset by the positive 
weight, resulting in zero that is associated with a kind of 
energy conservation (Shimojo et al., 2008).  This sug-
gests that energy conservation in basic growth mechan-
ics is related to local mathematical operations given to 
its differential equation.  If W0 is the body weight of an 
animal, then –W0 corresponds to the feed whose absolute 
value is expressed in terms of the animal body weight 
and the negative sign suggests depriving feed from the 
field that exists at the external space of the animal.  The 
actual weight of feed is given by the product of absolute 
value of –W0 and feed conversion ratio.  However, since 
the feed with negative weight does not exist actually, 

mathematical operations are required to avoid this nega-
tive weight problem. 

(B) Applying sign reversal of RGR, space inversion 
and time reversal to basic growth function with 
negative weight

In this section, the negative weight problem will be 
hypothetically avoided by applying sign reversal of RGR, 
space inversion and time reversal to basic growth func-
tion with negative weight. 

Basic growth function with negative weight is given 
by

W = (–W0) · exp(rW · t).               (13)
 

Here we take up function (11) again, 
 
W = (±W0) · (±exp((±rW) · (±t))).              (11)

Applying the form of function (11) to functions based on 
three–dimensional space gives

 
W = (±W0) · (±exp((±ra) · (±x))),

W = (±W0) · (±exp((±rb) · (±y))),

W = (±W0) · (±exp((±rc) · (±z))),              (14)

where x = width, y = length from front to back, z = height 
of an animal, respectively, and ra, rb, and rc are relative 
growth rates in three–dimensional space, respectively 
(Shimojo et al., 2009). 

Functions (15), (16) and (17), where there are four 
functions in each, are taken out from functions (11) and 
(14), respectively, 

  
W = W0 · exp(rW · t),    W = W0 · exp(ra · x),

W = W0 · exp(rb · y),    W = W0 · exp(rc · z),               (15)

W = (–W0) · exp(rW · t),   W = (–W0) · exp(ra · x),
 
W = (–W0) · exp(rb · y),   W = (–W0) · exp(rc · z),    (16)
 
W = W0 · exp((–rW) · (–t)),   W = W0 · exp((–ra) · (–x)),

W = W0 · exp((–rb) · (–y)),   W = W0 · exp((–rc) · (–z)).
                    (17)

It is shown that negative weight in function (16) is 
changed into positive weight in function (17) by sign 
reversal of RGR, space inversion and time reversal.  
Function (17) expresses the feed whose RGR, space and 
time are absolutely opposite to those for an animal 
expressed by function (15).  The definition of space 
inversion is reversing the directions of all three–space 
coordinates.  Space inversion in function (17) suggests 
that the feed is produced at the external space of the ani-
mal body, namely the field for feed production.  The def-
inition of time reversal is reversing the direction of time 
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coordinate.  Time reversal in function (17) suggests that 
the feed has been produced before fed to the animal.  
However, there is not time reversal actually, the feed has 
been produced with the passage of time.  The product of 
sign reversal of RGR and space inversion or time reversal 
gives positive weight to the feed as shown in function 
(17).  These suggest the significance of feed production 
agriculture from the viewpoint of mathematics, though 
this relationship looks strange.  Thus, the animal [func-
tion (15)] eats the feed [function (17)] with positive 
weight.  These mathematical operations are summarized 
by the following transformation of coordinates in basic 
growth functions,

 
(r, x, y, z, t, –W0) → ( –r,  –x,  –y,  –z,  –t, W0).    (18)

(C) Space–time relationships suggested through 
weight

The following space–time relationship is derived from 
function (15) as shown by Shimojo et al. (2009), 

 
ra · x = rb · y = rc · z = rW · t.                (19)

Relation (19) suggests that three–dimensional space and 
time are treated equally and r shows a relative resist-
ance to grow toward each of four dimensions. 

(D) Suggested relationships between principles of 
animal agriculture and conservation of mathemati-
cal rules

In the present study, mathematical operations of 

basic growth functions suggest that the feed should be 
produced at the external space of the animal body before 
fed to the animal, an indispensability of feed production 
to animal growth.  A generalized suggestion is that the 
principle of animal agriculture is derived mathematically 
from the conservation of differential rules and positive 
weight by correcting contradictions that occur when 
local mathematical operations are given to basic growth 
mechanics. 

(E) Conclusions
It is suggested from the present study that the nega-

tive weight problem in basic growth functions is hypo-
thetically avoided by applying sign reversal, space inver-
sion and time reversal. 
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